The System, Its Goals and Reform
- The Tangible Triad
- Education = Individual Financial Success
- Good Teacher = Caring Teacher
- Fatalism
- Reform = Backward Facing
- Teacher’s Unions Block Solutions

Equity
- Disparities = Disadvantage
- Wealth Matters Most
- Race = Wealth
- Race = Culture
- Inner City = Bad / Suburb = Good
- Fatalism
- Equality of Opportunity and Access

What’s in the swamp of... EDUCATION?

Learning Space and Time
- Compartmentalized Learning
- It Worked for Me
- Rechargeable Attention Battery

Skills and Learning
- Skills are a Commodity
- Skills and Learning = Mastery of Content
- Learning Happens Naturally
- Learning Takes (Hard) Effort
- Go Back to the Basics

Assessment
- Assessment = Standardized Tests
- Assessment is Straightforward
- Grades Motivate
- Assessment = Fair and Unfair